
19thC Context handout 2,- Crime
The Victorians believed in progress and this included the view that crime could
be beaten. They published their faith in annual statistics but as today their
accuracy is at best questionable. Newly established police forces from the mid-
1850s had some successes in suppressing crime and violence and crimes which
respectable people thought rough and offensive.

While there was a general decline in crime there were still panics and scares. In
the 1850s and 1860s these included street robberies. In 1888 Jack the Ripper
was the great'fear in East London. Most offences were actually petty thefts by
young men, but the press made most from sex and violence. Big financial

scandals were also press favourites, but big businessmen were never considered part of the more
class-biased ideas of a 'criminal class'.

Across the century there were shifts in how 'criminals' were perceived. Early on they were seen as the
idle poor, a moral problem to be challenged and solved. There were also the 'dangerous classes'
lurking in slums waiting to plunder others. By mid-century the 'criminal classes' were a social group or
class, rooted in the lowest classes unable to escape their culture or tribe.

By the end of the century psychiatry and studies in social Darwinism suggested the criminal individual
suffering from an abnormal behaviour nurtured or inherited from poor parenting, and the justice system
was organised against this.

Nevertheless, early in the century crime was managed more effectively and capital punishment only
remained for murderers and traitors. Transportation to Australia reached its peak in the 1830s and was
all but over twenty years later due to protests from the colonists for being used as a dumping ground.
In this period in England the 'moral' problem of criminality was dealt with by isolating prisoners with
bibles and occasional visits from the chaplain. By the end of the century psychiatric methods were
deemed at least equal to the chaplain. Victorian ideas of philanthropy and social improvement led to
more liberal penal policies, though corporal andcapltel punishments remained.

The closing years of the century saw the novels of Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes in great popularity.
Holmes was true to the spirit of the age, solving crimes by middle-class intellect and deduction. Yet
such detective skills were scarcely found in policing methods. Detectives were perceived as intrusive
spies. Prevention of crime was the English way. This was done by the working-class bobby on the beat
to deter offenders.

It is important to note that the Victorian idea of crime was in line with the current perceptions of the
social order in class and gender. Most offenders brought to court were from the working classes.
Though largely petty offences (compared to the large frauds committed by the business-classes) these
provided the data for the image of the 'criminal' widely accepted. Most were male, but when caught
women were treated more harshly for letting down their gender. They often repeated offences because
women rarely lived down a conviction.

Notes taken from http://www.bbc.co.uklhistorv/british/victorians/crime 01.shtml, written by Professor Clive Emsley, Professor of
History at the Open University and currently President of the International Association for the History of Crime and Criminal Justice.
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